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Abstract— Cloud Computing is one of the most reliable technologies in recent trend in terms sharing data and resource.
But sharing of multimedia files such as audio, video, image or document is seems to be more complicated these days since
the availability of user has been increased rapidly which result in data traffic. And hence to overcome the problem occurs
in multimedia sharing resources we use the concept of Multi-Variant response system with Caching. Multi-Variant
response system processes the Multimedia streaming files to different user response with proper Service Level Agreement
(SLA) using Quality of Service (QoS) premises. Caching is the method proposed in the system that acts as local server
which keeps tracks on temporal copy of data that accessed frequently. A priority process of detection is carried in the
system that manages the accessibility in cloud based on different privilege user. The ultimate aim of the system is provide
effective file processing in cloud system and quick access of multimedia data resources to the large user.
Keywords— Cloud, SaaS, QoS, SLA, Multi-Variant system, Caching.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a computing paradigm, where a large pool of systems are connected in private or public networks, to
provide dynamically scalable infrastructure for application, data and file storage. With the advent of this technology, the cost of
computation, application hosting, content storage and delivery is reduced significantly. Security issues in cloud concerns and
mainly associated with security issue faced by cloud service providers and the service issues faced by customers.
Cloud resource management requires complex policies and decisions for multi-objective optimization. It is extremely
challenging because of the complexity of the system, which makes it impossible to have accurate global state information. Storing
files or data locally presents businesses with more security concerns whereas encrypted data on online storage services prevents
unauthorized use or access in an easy way.
Multi-variant data such as JPG, AUDIO, and TEXT FILES can propose by the Client-Server model. Cache frequently
accessed user data’s are cached in the local server. The cache is an area of cloud storage that is used to store content for
dissemination. The cache is mounted within the system drive as a folder. The process of history cleanup has been done to the
cache data’s in the staging invoked local server. A priority process of detection is carried out to erase off the cache details from
the local server. Cloud resource management requires complex policies and decisions for multi-objective optimization. It is
extremely challenging because of the complexity of the system, which makes it impossible to have accurate global state
information. Thus the proposed methodology is efficient as when compared to the existing and override the drawback.
II. RELATED WORKS
We have been focused on some of the research methodology determined by the expert in the area of quality evaluation cloud.
Our work is mainly focused on Service Level Agreement, Quality of Service, and Cloud data sharing.
A quality model for evaluating SaaS service in cloud is introduced by Jae Yoo Lee and Jung Woo Lee. In this system they
determine the comprehensive framework for SaaS quality Evaluation .First they determine the key element of SaaS Quality
Assurance and then they derive the quality attribute of SaaS and then their metrics of Quality attributes. To validate the quality
model for SaaS, they conduct assessment based on IEEE 1061. By using this suggested SaaS quality model, SaaS can be
determined by both service providers. Furthermore, the evaluation results are utilized as an indicator for SaaS quality
management.
Yen-Ming Chu and Nen-Fu Huang determine the quality of service for cloud provision system for multimedia delivery files
which support this paper very much. This article proposes a robust, scalable, highly available and service level provisioning
cloud-based storage system designed specifically for distributing multimedia content. They use Adaptive Quality of Service
(AQoS) algorithm in order to provide differential service levels. This paper determine the QoS-provisioning cloud storage system,
which is particularly aiming at distributed parallel accessing of media asset for millions of users with different service levels
Niyati Baliyan and Sandeep Kumar propose a paper based on Quality Assessment of Software as a Service on Cloud using
Fuzzy Logic technique. . In this paper, some representative quality factors have been identified and a model based on fuzzy logic
has been proposed to assess SaaS quality. Such a model of quality criteria may provide a ground for more comprehensive quality
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model which may assist a SaaS customer to choose a higher quality service from available services on cloud; the quality model
may also serve as a guideline to SaaS provider to improve the quality of service provided.
Zhu et al introduced the principal concepts of multimedia cloud computing from multimedia cloud and cloud multimedia. In
addition, they proposed a media-edge cloud (MEC) architecture. MEC can reduce delay and jitter of media streaming and
provides better QoS of multimedia service. Moreover, the authors consider the QoS-related issue is very important either
multimedia cloud or cloud media.
Varadharajan.V and Tupakula.U determine security management service in cloud environment. The focus of this paper is on
the security services that a cloud provider can offer as part of its infrastructure to its customers (tenants) to counteract these
attacks. Their main contribution is a security architecture that provides a flexible security as a service model that a cloud provider
can offer to its tenants and customers of its tenants.
Chaonan Wang and Liudong Xing determine paper based on Performance Analysis of Media Cloud-Based Multimedia
Systems with Retrying Fault-Tolerance Technique. In this paper, the performance of a cloud-based multimedia system using
retrying for fault tolerance is studied. Specifically, the response time of the cloud-based multimedia system is modelled and the
probability distribution of the response time is derived considering the effect imposed by retrying tasks in case of service failures
happening. As another important performance metric that can better reflect requirements of customers, the percentile of response
time that characterizes a threshold response time so that a certain percentage of requests can be served in under the threshold
value is also studied.
The above survey determines some of the possible works based on our current work focus such SaaS security, file sharing,
Quality of Service and so on.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ultimate use of the system is to enhance the quality in cloud using Multivariate response system. The existing system uses
the Quality of Service (QoS) provision. In which the user access in the server side validate in QoS. In QoS- provisioning cloud
storage system the file system is partially aiming at distributed parallel accessing of media assets for millions of users with different
Service level. The principal concepts of multimedia cloud computing from multimedia cloud and cloud multimedia. In addition,
they proposed a media-edge cloud (MEC) architecture. The hardware infrastructure and software strategy adopted by the storage
system are considered with a lot of terms, such as cost, performance requirement, expected capacity, co-local on public or private
cloud and delivery networks. Storage system plays a significant role in providing QoS provisions. The different resources are
scattered in various places, system may not be able to obtain the resources needed in different environments and conditions. An
important indicator here is how to properly handle different situations in order to provide robustness of the system to achieve the
goal of fault tolerance. But the major disadvantage of using only QoS is unless a contract specifically identifies a measurable
process for quality service reporting, there could be a poor service quality experience. Some contracts are written to intentionally
leave service levels out to save on costs. And also Storing files or data locally has less security.
In proposed system the Multivariant data such as JPG, AUDIO, and TEXTFILES are used in the Client-Server model. Data
cache algorithm is used in the proposed. Cache frequently accessed user data’s are cached in the local server. The cache is an area
of cloud storage that is used to store content for dissemination. The cache is mounted within the system drive as a folder. The
process of history cleanup has been done to the cache data’s in the staging invoked local server. A priority process of detection is
carried out to erase off the cache details from the local server. Cloud resource management requires complex policies and decisions
for multi-objective optimization. It is extremely challenging because of the complexity of the system, which makes it impossible to
have accurate global state information. The advantage of using data cache algorithm is sharing an entire folder or a single file with
other users can be easily carried out with few clicks of the mouse which makes it absolutely convenient and easy for the users.
Storing files or data locally presents businesses with more security concerns whereas encrypted data on online storage services
prevents unauthorized use or access in an easy way. Improved quality can be achieved by using vendors with more expertise and
more specialized processes.
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Figure 1: Architecture view of the system
The above diagram shows the architectural view of the system in which data files stored in cloud system such as audio, video
and image can be accessed using Multi- Variant request or response by user. The frequently accessed data are stored in data
caching. Once the data had been accessed first time by the user then it is automatically saved in local server system. So as when
the user is accessing the file for another time they don’t need to go for cloud again whereas the data is stored in local server
system itself. Hence there is no traffic when multiple user access the system at same time and it increase the availability of the
system.

The algorithm used here is Adaptive Quality of Service (AQoS) and Data Cache algorithm. Adaptive QoS routing is a crosslayer optimization adaptive routing mechanism. The cross-layer mechanism provides up-to-date local QoS information for the
adaptive routing algorithm, by considering the impacts of node mobility and lower-layer link performance.
The complete routing mechanism for AQoS includes three parts:
 A modified dynamic source routing algorithm that handles route discovery and the collection of QoS related parameters.

A local statistical computation and link monitoring function located in each node.
 An integrated decision-making system to calculate the number of routing paths, coding parity length, and traffic
distribution rates.
A Data cache algorithm is a detailed list of instructions that decides which items should be discarded in a computer's cache of
information. It uses three level of mechanism.




Least Frequently Used (LFU): This cache algorithm uses a counter to keep track of how often an entry is accessed. With
the LFU cache algorithm, the entry with the lowest count is removed first.
Least Recently Used (LRU): The oldest element is the Less Recently Used (LRU) element. The last used timestamp is
updated when an element is put into the cache or an element is retrieved from the cache with a get call.
Most Recently Used (MRU): This cache algorithm removes the most recently used items first. A MRU algorithm is good
in situations in which the older an item is, the more likely it is to be accessed.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we will present the system design for some key components of Multivariate response system and performance
evaluation.
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Figure 2 : Entity Relationship diagram
The above is the entity relationship diagram which clearly expalins the function of the system. Data access refers to a user's
ability to access or retrieve data stored within a database or other repository. Users who have data access can store, retrieve,
move or manipulate stored data, which can be stored on a wide range of hard drives and external devices. In order to reduce the
accessing time and cost ,all the accessed data are stored in the local server in which the data accessed by the user frequently.

Figure 3: Frequently data access system
The client will send multiple request to the server to check the availability of the service for sharing the information. The
sever accepts clients request and sends the response to the client if it is free or the requirement of the client is available. While
responding to the client, the server checks weather the requesting client has authorization.
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation system

In performance evaluation we can share the any type of information on the cloud services with more security and lower cost.
All the accessed data through cloud are stored in the local catch automatically. It is easy to retrieve the data from the local catch
not from the main server. So that can reduce the accessing time.

Figure 4: DFD Overall View
The Data Flow diagram is a graphic tool used for expressing system requirements in a graphical form. The DFD also known
as the “bubble chart” has the purpose of clarifying system requirements and identifying major transformations that to become
program in system design.
Thus DFD can be stated as the starting point of the design phase that functionally decomposes the requirements specifications
down to the lowest level of detail.
The DFD consist of series of bubbles joined by lines. The bubbles represent data transformations and the lines represent data
flows in the system. A DFD describes what that data flow in rather than how they are processed. So it does not depend on hardware,
software, data structure or file organization.
V. CONCLUSION
The cloud computing technology challenges many traditional approaches to data center and enterprise application design and
management, requirements for accessibility, interoperability, performance, portability, and security remain critically important for
successful deployments. Cloud computing can enable USG agencies to achieve cost savings and increased ability to quickly create
and deploy enterprise applications. Technically sound and timely standards are instrumental to ensuring that requirements for
interoperability, portability, and security are met.
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VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
An open-source cloud infrastructure software and open-source virtualization software stacks allows organizations to build
private clouds to improve the resource utilization of the available computation facilities. The possibility of dynamically
provisioning additional resources by leasing from commercial cloud infrastructures makes the use of private clouds more promising.
Another characteristic of a lot of programs that have been written for cloud computing is that they tend to be stateless Thus, when
failures do take place, the appropriate computations are simply relaunched with the corresponding datasets and technical
information about all aspects of cloud computing, from basic concepts to research grade material including future directions. It
captures the current state of cloud computing and serves as a comprehensive source from around the world.
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